
VILLA

The surrounding environment of the Villa, only 30 minutes drive from KL city.



VILLA

The Villa is double storey, with an outdoor corridor, surrounded by huge trees that provides additional shade.
The Roof also has overgrown greenery. You will feel close to nature here.



VILLA

Wake up to a gorgeous view.
Two ensuite air-conditioned bedrooms in the Villa faces the golf course, separated by a glazed sliding door.  This is the upstairs bedroom.



VILLA

Top floor bedroom separated with a sliding door + curtains with scenic golf views



VILLA*shared facility*

Infinity pool is 4 feet deep with a 2 feet deep zone for kids / babies. The pool water like a mirror, reflects the surrounding nature &
is finished with nature toned granite tiles. Please note this pool is shared with another house in the compound.



VILLA*shared facility*

Spend your day lounging by the pool.



VILLA*shared facility*

The swimming pool & jacuzzi can be used in the evenings till 10pm.



VILLA

A pathway leads you from the car park to the Villa, Gazebo (Kitchen & Fridges) and Pavilion (BBQ Area, Dining, Living Area) at the far left.
All these areas are outdoors, to allow you to soak in all the nature.



VILLA

The bottom deck was designed with high ceiling & as a result is airy through cross ventilation, assisted with ceiling fans.
UniFi Wifi is available. Large Jenga blocks for games. A 50" TV is also available to watch Netflix / Youtube in this space.



VILLA

Kitchen provisions in area of photo: manual orange juicer, hot & cold water dispenser, spoons, forks, knives, chopsticks, chopping board, plates, cups, bowls.
Pork is strictly not allowed in this house, as it is a muslim friendly kitchen.



VILLA

Kitchen provisions shown in photo: Fridges + freezer, oven, microwave, umbrellas.
Tiger & snake dolls help to scare off visiting monkeys. Mosquito killers reduce mosquito population by a lot & repellent is provided.



VILLA

This gazebo has a seat upstairs for those that want to sit alone. Below is where cooking is done, cupboards where dry food is stored & fridge, freezers to store your cold
ingredients. Ovens, toaster, microwave, kettle, blender is also located here.



VILLA

Kitchen provision shown in this photo: gas stoves,  frying pan, wok, pots. Rubbish bins, cupboards & fridges are all monkey-proofed - monkeys occasionally visit here.
Pork is strictly not allowed in this house, as it is a muslim friendly kitchen.



VILLA*shared facility*

There is a jacuzzi corner where u can get your back massaged in the main pool.



VILLA

1 of the 2 large family sized bedroom. This room is airconditioned & located upstairs. It sleeps max 6 people: King bed, bunk bed & sofa bed that sleeps 2.
Hairdryer, iron, ironboard, kiblat sign, sejadah & towels are available.



VILLA

This upstairs bedroom with the sofa bed has a balcony.



VILLA

All bedrooms are ensuite & equipped with hot water rainshowers. Soap and Shampoo, Toilet paper & towels are provided.
Frosted glass louvred windows can be fully opened while you shower as it faces the private side of the forest trees.



VILLA

This is the second large family sized bedroom, also airconditioned.
This bedroom is located downstairs & with mezzanine - sleeps max 6 people: King bed, bunk bed & sofa bed sleeps 2. Hairdryer, kiblat sign, sejadah & towels are available.



VILLA

All bedrooms are ensuite & equipped with hot water rainshowers. Soap and Shampoo, Toilet paper & towels are provided.
Frosted glass louvred windows can be fully opened while you shower as it faces the private side of the forest trees.



VILLA

Wake up to a gorgeous view.
Two ensuite air-conditioned bedrooms in the Villa faces the golf course, separated by a glazed sliding door.  This is the downstairs bedroom.



VILLA

View of Anak Bukit Takun from the upper floor balcony / verandah.



VILLA

UPPER FLOOR PLAN



VILLA

LOWER FLOOR PLAN



VILLA

The upper floor / roof of the pavilion is a wooden deck with gazebos and swinging chairs, more spaces to enjoy nature from.



VILLA*shared facility*

A 14' trampoline for everyone to enjoy themselves jumping up high.



VILLA

You can watch TV or hear some music (Netflix / Youtube) at the outdoor seating area.



VILLA

A long wooden table with wood seats is used as dining or meetings or as laptop space for working.



VILLA

The pavilion's upper deck enjoys fresh air a stone's throw from the city. There are magnificent views, surrounded 360° with greenery.
Faces the golf & a little hill called Anak Bukit Takun & a large limestone hill behind called Bukit Takun.



VILLA

All bedrooms open up to an open corridor. There are 7 steps leading to the bottom floor. 12 steps to the upper floor.



VILLA

An overall view of the Pavilion which guests have private use of. It is their communal living / dining / meeting space throughout the stay.



VILLA

Gorgeous golf views from balconies of the bedrooms.



VILLA*shared facility*

Host your outdoor activities on the large green field or just simply lay on the grass.



VILLA

The wood clad villa is surrounded by trees that have grown for many years. Even the roof is full of greens.
All these trees and greenery act as natural sun shades, lowering surrounding air temperature.



VILLA*outside our premises*

View of Bukit Takun. Villa is adjacent, about 350 feet away.



VILLA

There are many outdoor spaces to sit around. Here is a marble table & stone benches, with a tensile roof shade overhead.



VILLA

Swing away



VILLA

Open corridor of the upstair bedrooms.



VILLA*shared facility*

The entrance pathway leading up hill to the Retreat & Villa



*shared facility* VILLA

There is ample car parking space here. Recycling bins are located at the parking area. You can see the other house, Container
- at the end of this photo. Some facilities are shared with this house, which are: Pool, Sauna, Field and Trampoline.



VILLA*shared facility*

A barrel sauna is available to use during your stay, with an ewallet vending machine for snacks and drinks.



VILLA*shared facility*

Interior of barrel sauna, which can fit comfortably 4 persons at each time, at recommended 15 mins intervals.
The water in the bucket can be sprinkled on the sauna rocks.



*shared facility* VILLA



VILLA

Relax and enjoy nature & a view of the golf course from the gazebos on the roof deck



VILLA

Relax and enjoy nature & a view of the golf course from the gazebos on the roof deck



VILLA*outside our premises*

Sungai Kanching Waterfalls is a 5 minute drive away. (1.5 km)



VILLA*shared facility*

Swimming in nature with a view. Or lay on the hammocks.
Please note this pool is shared with another house in the compound.



VILLA*shared facility*

An evening swim in nature / lay on the hammocks.
Please note this pool is shared with another house in the compound.



VILLA

Lay on the hammock & enjoy the sounds and sights of nature!



VILLA*shared facility*

Swimming in nature with Bukit Takun as backdrop.
Please note this pool is shared with another house in the compound.



VILLA

View of Gazebo & Pavilion from the bedroom corridor upstairs.



VILLA

View of Villa & Gazebo from the rooftop deck.



VILLA

Rooftop deck



VILLA*shared facility*

Bukit Takun overhead & Container in the background



VILLA*shared facility*

Evening use of the jacuzzi




